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Renovation plans
Among many other improvements add a makerspace called Forge to the library
Idea: add a creation aspect to library with dedicated space. 3D printer, vinyl cutter, 
sewing machines, couple of Macs, maybe 3D scanner, maybe laser cutter, paper 
crafting, kits, robotics, big TV for presenting, bring in outside presenters, etc.

Twist: center of library, open, highly visible

Renovation
Phased, didn’t close library.
Forge one of first sections open, on March 15th, 2015.
Grand opening of whole building about a month later.
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Brian Wilson was tasked with helping Makerspace committee decide which 3D 
printer to buy
MakerBot 5th gen models – thinking at that time: Makerbot was the conservative 
choice, the company had been around for a while, they were marketing new model 
widely, we had heard positive reviews of the unavailable MakerBot 2
LulzBot – thinking at that time: Taz was still their main 3D printer, (the LulzBot Mini 
was not out yet), Ela had heard positive things, different costs for build-your-own/pre-
made versions of Taz, but generally LulzBot was the or a new guy, an edgier choice
Robo 3D – thinking at that time: cheapest, Ela hadn’t heard anything either way from 
other libraries, remembered it seeming very loud

Brian considered 3D scanners for the library as well, including:
• MakerBot Digitizer was the conservative choice
• Some sort of DIY hack with an XBOX and Kinect / open source software
• Hand held models / iPad based / multi-angle photo combination apps

Real world MakerBot Replicator 5 use after unboxing etc.
Quality started out good, few failures at beginning. Then as we did more printing we 
ran into many extruder problems, declining quality, terrible customer service.
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Ela never got the MakerBot Digitizer to work. We didn’t have the space to build a 
custom enclosure to control the lighting around it. It was not at all plug-and-play.
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Switch to LulzBot Mini
Made decision to switch not too long before opening Forge
Rep pitched us Mini which had just come out, designed for entry level market, 
consumer market like libraries
Some software problems getting started up, but software is easy. We didn’t have many 
hardware issues getting started with the LulzBot Mini.
LulzBot/Aleph Objects provides great customer service. They’ve helped us with the 
issues that have come up (but nothing compared to MakerBot issues).
Print quality is consistent
The self-cleaning and self-leveling nozzle is awesome. It self-levels before each and 
every print, so the LulzBot Mini travels super well.
The heated build plate helps make sure prints stick very well. When it cools down most 
objects naturally separate / become unstuck and are easy to remove.
Its build area is smaller than MakerBot Replicator Gen 5, but that’s ok.
And it’s user serviceable which encourages staff learning 3D printer
The Mini comes with a set of tools including Allen wrenches and a knife for the few jobs 
that don’t naturally unstick from the build plate as the build plate cools down. (Demco
label removers also work fantastically to help remove 3D print jobs.)
Best practice: wait until 3D print jobs have cooled down 100% before attempting any 
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method of removing them from a build plate to prevent the still pliable material from 
warping.

Ela was so happy we later purchased a second LulzBot Mini.
$1,350.00 including education discount.

We put an acrylic barrier around both of our 3D printers to protect overly curious 
patrons.
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Forge opened a month before the grand reopening of Ela Area Public Library.
After Forge opened 3D printing staff prepared for a few weeks. Then we had a formal 2-
week beta period with volunteer testers. One of the volunteer beta testers was 
prototyping a product that later went to mass market.
http://www.eapl.org/create/forge/3d-print-job-submission
Fully opening our 3D printing queue was timed with library 100% grand reopening.

Simple web form for accepting 3D print submissions
Name, card #, contact info if questions/concerns
Color – the options in this section were greatly expanded to what you see on the slide 
when we purchased more colors.
File upload – the size limit started at a low number which we had to increase to handle 
detailed/larger 3D models. Best practice: remember to clear out the 3D file uploads 
from your website content management system every once in a while, maybe monthly. 
Also delete form results which may include sensitive information like patron email 
addresses.
Comments
CAPTCHA
Submit – don’t click multiple times! 3D files are large and tend to take a little while to 
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upload.
Best practice: check the default allowed file upload size of your website content 
management system’s web form. It may default to around 25 MB. Ela has its file upload 
set to 128 MB for our 3D printing upload form.
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That web form simply emails plain text with a link to download any uploaded files to a 
list of staffers we set up.
We needed a way to track submissions in terms of submission order, status, notes, if a 
print attempt failed, etc.

So we set up a Google Spreadsheet
Queue number (literal number submitted)  but we also needed status line to make 
the workflow clear
Patron comments  staff comments. Number of times a job failed, print with supports, 
Estimate 1 hr, 33 minutes etc. This is needed when multiple staffers are operating a 3D 
printing queue.
Conditional formatting for orange (to print) and teal (to be picked up) browseability –
late addition that helped a bunch to make reading the spreadsheet so much easier

Ela reviews 3D prints while entering them in to our Google Spreadsheet.
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Staffing
Ela had computer aides pre-makerspace
One transitioned into being a makerspace assistant
And Ela hired another makerspace assistant.

Makerspace assistants
Along with 3D printing, they provide support for everything else in there
MAs do the vast majority of printing in their ~4-9pm shifts.
After training the makerspace assistants, sometimes the makerspace assistants now 
train me! Back and forth knowledge. In terms of training staff it’s essential that they 
actually practice what you teach. Repetition leads to learning.
One of the MAs knew a lot about materials science and helped us to store filament 
properly. Best practice: Store filament in air tight containers. Keep the containers closed 
at all times except when swapping out filament. DO NOT DISCARD any silica gel baggies 
that may come with your filament. They absorb moisture so your filament doesn’t! (Ela 
learned this the hard way, losing a few reels of filament.)
One month in: MAs caught us up from a gigantic list to about 1 or 2 3D print jobs 
waiting at any time
Maintenance was not yet routine – we were figuring it out.
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Maintenance for a while tended to be emergency maintenance.
Later, we created a maintenance schedule. Best practice: create and continue adding to 
a 3D printer maintenance schedule as you learn more about your 3D printer.

Summer
Forge was staffed almost 100% of the time the first summer it was open, we anticipated 
lots of traffic (and it was busy!).
This was a great opportunity for word-of-mouth marketing.
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During that summer, we of course got a lot of the same questions repeated over and 
over.

FAQs
So we answered the FAQs and along with the public information department created 
these FAQs
-only Ela cardholders (later also Lake Zurich District 95 students too)
-one job at a time
-STL, OBJ 
-build volume: 5.7 x 5.7 x 5.9 inches – LulzBot quotes something different online, but 
this is what’s really useable as our experience has determined
-lots of colors, but only one per print of course, not a dual extruder 3D printer
-colors: red, orange, yellow, light green, dark green, light blue, dark blue, purple, pink, 
black, gray, silver, white, natural (I wish we had brown!)
-Ela uses HIPS filament which is what LulzBot recommends. It was NOT studied in the 
widely circulated report (http://www.chicagotribune.com/bluesky/originals/ct-3d-
printer-emissions-health-risks-bsi-20160203-story.html) on 3D printer fume emissions. 
Ela always has ventilation turned on when 3D printing.
Best practice: use 3D printers in well-ventilated spaces.
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-Ela buys HIPS filament directly from LulzBot (https://www.lulzbot.com/store/filament) 
@ $25/reel (1 kilogram)
Best practice (if your 3D printer estimates filament usage by weight instead of length): 
weigh an empty spool so you can know how much the housing weighs and how much 
the actual filament weighs when planning if you have enough filament left on a 
dwindling reel.
-$.10/ounce, no fixed/minimum cost, no cost/time, rafts, brims, edges, etc. are included 
in cost
-no 1-on-1 help. Library does have general tech appointment program, but nothing 
specific to 3D design.
-we do not allow any weapons or any explicit 3D prints
-many prints are 1-3 hours. We have a limit of basically one work day on the high end 
for long 3D print jobs.
-Ela does not 3D print over night. We tried it once and ran into all sorts of issues. Not a 
good idea from our point of view – you want to be at least minimally supervising 3D 
printing.
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Examples
Questions beyond FAQs
-how does 3D printer work? Basically 3 axis computer controlled glue gun
-Example series – idea is that models physically/conceptually explain a 3D printing thing 
AND name it. Patrons can teach themselves 3D design concepts even when the 
makerspace is unstaffed.
-parts fitting together? Tolerance
-resolution? Mesh of 3D design. The more points creating a triangle mesh network, the 
higher resolution your model is.
-max size, colors, axes, bridging, support, etc. later figured out supports 
everywhere/supports touching
-always thinking of / open to more

The pictured examples sit in the open in Forge. Sometimes they break or disappear. 
Then we print extras.

See more at: http://netlibrarian.tumblr.com/post/136022566387/netlibrarian-3d-
printing-concepts-example#notes 
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Prints
We see a lot of 3d print jobs of:
Cosplay-related objects
Phone cases
GoPro mounts
Replacement parts
Nametags
Luggage tags
Tchotkes
Low-poly objects
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A 3D printer is a big commitment. It’s going to require significant staff time. There 
should be at a minimum of one full-time person who deals extensively with a 3D 
printer. Part-time staffers can help the full-time 3D printer with training.

LulzBot is user serviceable
Even though LulzBot Mini has been great for us, it still requires a lot of maintenance.

Some of the issues we’ve ran in to and solutions:
-Wiper pads grinding in to the extruder – this was actually a software problem when we 
tried
-wiper pad felt replacement – the wiper pads wear down over time. Our maintenance 
schedule helps us keep up with this.
-inconsistent heating – replace the PEI film on the top of the build plate.
-bubbling – replace the PEI film on the top of the build plate.
-extruder running into the 4-corner sensors – tightening screws
-cold pulls – to clear out the extruder we physically pull partially hardened filament 
from the top of the extruder.

None of these (and other) maintenance tasks are difficult. They can be learned by 
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anyone who is moderately handy. These tasks, do, however tend to take quite a bit of 
time. LulzBot has fantastic instructions online: 
https://ohai.lulzbot.com/group/maintenance-repairs/
Best practice: plan for a staffer with a large number of hours at your organization to do 
maintenance. Makerspace assistant-type part-time employees simply don’t have the 
time to do the longer maintenance tasks that are required to keep a 3D printer fully 
functioning if they have other duties beyond 3D printing.

Best practice: check for firmware updates regularly. 3D printing is all about firmware, so 
keeping it up-to-date is important. Checking for and installing software updates to the 
program(s) that configure and/or send prints to your 3D is also important.

General advice:
1) Figure out basic maintenance including

-cleaning the exterior of the nozzle
-clearing out extruder clogs
-leveling/cleaning your build plate
ASAP

2) Gradually build up to more advanced maintenance
3) Add items to a maintenance schedule as you learn them
4) Get the staffers who actually do the 3D printing (if you don’t) to talk to you about 

what’s going on with the 3D printer
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We had lots of requests for classes on designing 3D objects, so we designed one and 
later a two-part class series.

3D Design classes
First used https://www.tinkercad.com/about/learn as our class.
Then developed own classes with a house example (pictured) and an intermediate level 
class as well.

Ela is looking to learn the AutoDesk 123D Design program (free) develop advanced 
class from there sometime in the future.

There are tons of 3D design programs and tons of sources of 3D designs. Our favorites 
are Tinkercad for design and Thingiverse for downloading pre-made objects.

(3D Design best practice: 3D programs typically use isometric projections to trick our 
eyes into thinking 2D computer screens are displaying 3D shapes. This severely limits 
the number of sides of objects we can see when 3D designing. It can also cause us to 
lose track of where we’re placing parts of our designs. Look at your 3D designs from a 
diagonal angle looking slightly downward to see more sides of your models and prevent 
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design problems. Also rotate your view around frequently to check that you’re placing 
everything correctly.)
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After maintenance, training, and day-to-day 3D printing were stable, Brian Wilson 
encouraged the Ela makerspace assistants to get into LulzBot Cura’s “expert settings”.

Advanced settings
LulzBot Mini advanced settings help us do more complex 3D prints
Best practice: after you’re comfortable with the basics of 3D printing, experiment with 
your 3D printers advanced settings. They may be integrated into main print menus or 
separate as they are in LulzBot Cura. Don’t be afraid to fail. Fail forward.

Expert settings were 100% unusable until LulzBot pushed an update that copied over 
QuickPrint (entry level/easy settings) over when clicking through into the expert 
settings.
After that update, still tricky to use, but you can do more with them – custom angles of 
supports, types of supports, types of brims and rafts, custom infill density

In the future we want to develop what LulzBot Cura calls “profiles”. A profile is a file 
that can be opened up which automatically enters in a whole bunch of advanced 
settings for you. The idea behind setting up profiles like this is that you can do an 
insane amount of customization once, save it as a profile, and then super-quickly reload 
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it at a later time. We could then say in our staff comments on our 3D print queue 
Google spreadsheet “use the dinosaur profile”. Makerspace assistants would then know 
to load dinosaur-profile.ini that pre-written/coded for that situation.
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3D design best practices
Octopus – great foundation
Tank – terrible foundation, will fail
Yoda – watch out for the ears (and chin to some degree) – can design own supports for 
this type of thing
Arches – usually should be fine, will droop a bit
Castle – slicers aren’t perfect. Algorithms under constant development like Google 
search algorithm. Spend some time watching different prints, the movements of the 
tool head to start to understand choices of extruder. Similar to Google AI beating Go 
player recently – choices may seem illogical, but probably have a programmed reason. 
3D printing slicing algorithms are much less developed, don’t trust them as much, they 
aren’t so perfect yet.
Bridge – progressive drooping, degrees, design choices interaction with capabilities, 
speed of your 3D printer
L shape (center) – this type of overhang won’t work at all, likely sign of terrible 
designer/bad orientation of model if you see something like that
Tolerance – 3D print http://www.brianjameswilson.com/models/eapl-tolerance.stl 
then use it to measure yours. Or look this statistic up somewhere on the website of 
your 3D printer.
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Pi case (Gameboy-ish) – be aware of tolerance in designing/printing designs as well
Box (lower left corner) – slicing errors can be caused by print resolution settings, overly 
designed shapes, so many different things
Overhang – 3D print http://www.brianjameswilson.com/models/eapl-overhang.stl then 
measure where the quality starts to get bad to determine what degree of overhang your 
3D printer can handle. Or look this statistic up somewhere on the website of your 3D 
printer.
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Where we’re at now in Brian Wilson’s opinion
Laser cutters sound awesome, but when they reach slightly larger audiences they will 
let us down like every under-developed new innovation. You’ll constantly be saying: 
“Wouldn’t it be great if it…” does something that it currently can’t do for a variety of 
reasons that will all some day be solved with more development.

3D scanners are at an even worse part of the hype cycle: they’ve crashed as far as Brian 
Wilson can tell. He’d recommend you stay away from them for a good 3-7 years.

3D printers are getting there. We’ve discussed 3D printer best practices today. There’s 
still a ways to go, but we’re starting to have unified platforms. We’re starting to have 
some apps. There is wide adoption of 3D printers, and libraries and industry are using 
3D printers productively.
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Future…?
Brian Wilson thinks the future in this area is embedding 3D into everything else. The 
HP’s Sprout 3D-oriented computer (which he hopes actually works but hasn’t been able 
to test) is a fantastic example. It runs a standard operating system, but tweaked for 3D 
productivity.

Way back in the day computers didn’t deal with images, for example. Manipulating 
pictures is now central to many applications today and is a standard part of our 
operating systems from file managers to web browsers, word processors, printing, and 
more. Maybe 3D will be some day too. Among other early forays into integrated 3D 
computing, Microsoft’s 3D builder (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/apps/3d-
builder/9wzdncrfj3t6) shows promise in this regard.
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